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I. OVERVIEW
Bucharest Territorial Branch of the Order of Architects of Romania
announces the Bucharest Architecture Annual - XVII edition 2019.
The 2019 Architecture Annual initiates the program under the title
"Forum Bucharest " for a period of two years.
The purpose of the forum is to analyze various architectural and urban
development opportunities of Bucharest as a capital city from the
European perspective. The program will invite international
professionals in the fields of Architecture, Construction and Urban
Planning to generate debates on various topics about policies,
regulations, procedures and social programs implemented in
European countries that provide growth and sustainable development
of cities.
This program will generate a set of actions and cultural events that
will involve both professional architects, members of the construction
industry, institutions and local government officials, and the general
public.
A summary of these debates and actions will result in Bucharest
Forum Charta, a guideline document meant as a strategic guide for
the city and various other initiatives to develop contemporary urban
context.
Annual Competition Projects in parallel with the Forum program, will
present examples of best practice architecture in Bucharest and in the
country.
In tandem with this release, the Bucharest Annual site - www.anuala.ro
- will become the main online search engine for architecture in
Bucharest. The general public and potential clients, will be invited to
discover the online digital archive containing: finalized architecture
projects and conceptual architectural projects as well as architects,
architecture teams and companies in Bucharest and the country that
develop and build the Capital.
Starting with 2019 the Bucharest Architecture Annual will award all the
components of an architecture project from the architectural approach
to the construction and completion of the works. Together with the
architects, all professionals who will contribute to the completion of a
building: customers, developers, entrepreneurs, institutions, project
managers, engineers, will receive diplomas.
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II. PARTICIPATION
Participants from all sections Bucharest Architecture
Annual 2019 include:
1) all members of the Bucharest branch of the Order of
Architects in Romania;
2) architects members of other regional branches of the
Order of Architects of Romania with projects built in
Bucharest;
3) Romanian Diaspora architects with work done either in
Bucharest or abroad; Participants must have paid OAR
dues to date (including 2019).
4) In the Architecture Diploma and Interior Design,
participants are not required to be members of OAR but
must have completed a college diploma exam / university
in the country or abroad.

III. SECTIONS
Built Architecture (completed projects)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Residential
Collective Housing
Public Architecture
Conversion and Restoration
Public Space Architecture

Interior Design (completed projects)
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Interior Residential Design
HOtel – REstaurant - CAfé Design
Corporate office and Retail space Design
Exhibitions, expo-stands and scenography Design
Object Design
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Research in Architecture
11.
12.
13.
14.

Architecture Books
Participatory architecture
Architecture Diploma
Interior Design Diploma

Architecture projects - #projects looking for
clients (concept / standby projects)
15.
16.
17.

Residential Architecture
Public Architecture
Interior Design

III. JURY
Built Architecture Jury - Sections 1,2,3,4,5
1.

arch. João PARDAL MONTEIRO (Portugal)

2.

arch. Mercè BERENGUÉ (Spain)

3.

arch. Manuel BAILO (Spain)

4.

arch. Martin DUPLANTIER (France)

5.

arch. Ivana STANCIC (Holland/Serbia)

6.

arch. Dorin ȘTEFAN (Romania)

7.

arch. Alexandru GĂVOZDEA (Romania)

Interior Design Jury - Sections 6,7,8,9,10
1.

Ileana RĂDUCANU

2.

arch. Corvin CRISTIAN

3.

dsg. Mihnea GHILDUȘ

4.

arch. Beatrice-Gabriela JÖGER

5.

arch. Andrei FENYO
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Research in Architecture Jury - Sections 12,13,14

1.

arch. Marc JAY (Denmark)

2.

arch. Ana Maria GOILAV (Romania)

3.

arch. Alexandru RĂUȚĂ (Romania)

4.

arch. Irina MELIȚĂ (Romania)

5.

arch. Anca Ioana IONESCU (Netherlands/Romania)

Architecture Books Jury - Section 11

1.

arch. Melania DULĂMEA

2.

Vlad NICULESCU

3.

arch. Nicolae Alexandru PANAITESCU

Architecture projects #projects looking for
clients Jury - Sections 15,16,17

1.

arch. Adrian ZERVA

2.

arch. Silvia PINTEA

3.

arch. Radu TEACĂ

4.

arch. Cătălin BERESCU

5.

arch. Tiberiu FLORESCU
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III. AWARDS
Built Architecture
Award – residential architecture: 6000 RON
Award – collective housing: 6000 RON
Award - Public Architecture: 6 000 RON
Award - Conversion and restoration: 6 000 RON
Award - Architecture and public space: 5000 RON

Interior Design
Award - residential architecture: 5000 RON
Award – Hotel-REstaurant-CAfé Design: 5000 RON
Award - Corporate office & Retail space: 5000 RON
Award - Exhibitions, expo-stands and scenography
Design: 5000 RON
Award - Object Design: 4500 RON

Research in Architecture section
11. Award - Book Architecture: 3000 RON
12. Award - Participatory architecture: 3000 RON
13. Award - Architecture Diploma: 2500 RON
14. Award - Interior design Diploma: 2500 RON

Projects Architecture # projects looking for
clients
15. Award - Residential Architecture: 3000 RON
16. Award - Public Architecture: 3000 RON
17. Award - Interior design: 3000 RON
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IV. COMPETITION GUIDELINES
RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE - individual houses - in
the section are included all projects focused on individual
housing. Participating projects must be in Bucharest or in
the country created by OAR Bucharest architects, or by
architects from other OAR branches but with projects in
Bucharest. Projects must be completed within the last six
years and never participated in other editions of the
Bucharest Architecture Annual.
COLLECTIVE HOUSING ARCHITECTURE - in the
section are included all projects focused on collective
housing. Participating projects must be in Bucharest or in
the country created by OAR Bucharest architects, or by
architects from other OAR branches but with projects in
Bucharest. Projects must be completed within the last six
years and never participated in other editions of the
Bucharest Architecture Annual.

PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE - under the section includes all
projects with the following program: office administration,
tourism, health, religions, culture, sports industry.
Participating projects must be in Bucharest or in the
country created by OAR Bucharest architects, or by
architects from other OAR branches but with projects in
Bucharest. Projects must be completed within the last six
years and never participated in other editions of the
Bucharest Architecture Annual.

CONVERSION AND RESTORATION ARCHITECTURE in the section are present projects of restoration,
conservation and intervention projects on existing
buildings for their re and rehabilitation. Participating
projects must be in Bucharest or in the country created by
OAR Bucharest architects, or by architects from other
OAR branches but with projects in Bucharest. Projects
must be completed within the last six years and never
participated in other editions of the Bucharest Architecture
Annual.
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PUBLIC SPACE ARCHITECTURE - in the section are
present development projects of public spaces by planting
the operation of public space. Participating projects must
be in Bucharest or in the country created by OAR
Bucharest architects, or by architects from other OAR
branches but with projects in Bucharest. Projects must be
completed within the last six years and never participated
in other editions of the Bucharest Architecture Annual.

V. REGULATIONS & SELECTION CRITERIA

The Project contest entry is made by filling out the online
registration exclusively at www.entryform.ro/anuala2019/.
Materials are delivered only in electronic format and can
be downloaded from www.anuala.ro. Printing materials
and support projects will be provided free of charge by
AAB2019.

The selection process will be done in three stages:
1.

Pre-selection of projects (competition entry technical
requirements) - completed

2.

On-line judging of the pre-selected projects resulting in a
short list of projects (5-6 projects depending on the
section). The short list will also include the final nominated
projects [ 2-3 projects / section ]. – jury duty (to be
completed)

3.

On-site judging for the nominated projects after which a
winner will be selected.
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•

After the online judging, a short list of nominated
projects (shortlist) will be selected which will include
nominated projects.

•

For each section, there are two up to three nominated
projects. Only the nominated projected are the
subject of Bucharest on-site visit.

•

From the nominated projects, the jury chooses the
winner.
GENERAL SELECTION CRITERIA:

•

INNOVATION - 2 points

•

CREATIVITY - 5 points

•

CONTEXT - 2 points

•

SUSTAINABILITY - 1 point

VI. COMPETITION CALENDAR
June 10th - online registration deadline
June 20th- 23th - online selection
June 26th - on-site judging selection- the winners
July 10th - Award Ceremony Gala AAB2019

President OAR Bucharest
arch. Emil Ivănescu
Executive Secretary OAR Bucharest
arch. Cornelia Burcuş
Commissioner Architecture Annual Bucuresti2019
arch. Robert Zotescu
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